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CZERTAINLY BENEFITS
Service-based approach

FLEXIBILITY

Management of profiles rather than individual certificates

EFFECTIVITY

Automatically applied policies to manage certificates
Possibility of higher automation on the profile level
Instant propagation of all the changes on the profiles
Reduce the risk of incoherent certificate set up
Monitor and report the certificate portfolio on profile level

CONTROL
AUTOMATION
AGILITY
COMPLIANCE
VISIBILITY

getinfo@czertainly.com

What is CZERTAINLY? Medicine for your infrastructure!
CZERTAINLY has been developed to deliver easy,
user friendly and effective solution for efficient trust
lifecycle management in the scenarios relevant for
today and future technologies.
CZERTAINLY is a medicine for your infrastructure
that cures and monitor health of your certificates,
signatures, and cryptographic keys.

Service Based
Approach

Fast integration of
use-cases

Provide a higher-level
abstraction on top of
PKI configuration using
bundle of service
attributes.

Streamline integration
procedures and reduce
time and costs needed
to enable clients to use
certificates.

Abstraction of PKI
tasks and agility

Easy maintenance
of the PKI

Change the service
configuration on the fly,
without impact on
integrated clients, and
trusted technology.

Transparent behavior
makes possible to
maintain the PKI while
using its services.

How to get you back on the track?
CZERTAINLY has a powerful certificate discovery engine that will
find certificates within various sources and give you overall idea
about what is being used in your infrastructure and applications.

Diagnosis
Treatment plan
Healing
Check-ups

Once you know your certificates, you can plan ahead and decide
how they should be managed. Design your profiles to be used
across the organization and services.
Implement and automate certificate management. Get rid of selfsigned certificates and have a proper control about valid certificates.
See the overall improvement of the infrastructure on dashboards.
Monitor infrastructure and update if necessary. Periodically run
health checks, discovery, validation, and maintenance.
Unsecure certificate disease is spreading rapidly.
10 of 10 professionals recommend CZERTAINLY for a daily prevention!

It is not too late; your infrastructure can be cured!
Basic SYMPTOMS

CZERTAINLY reactions and effects

Multiple service outages caused by unsecure certificate

Reduced stress

Never-ending time spent with the certificate management

Longer and uninterrupted sleep

Certificate-phobia and fear from their existence

Increased visibility and productivity

Regular breach and failure of your immune system

Prevent health outages

Tired and demotivated

Contribute to your PKI hygiene
Improved agility and customer experience
Joy from the certificate management

Your infrastructure can be healthy again,

CZERTAINLY!

